You know, it's easy to talk 'word play' when talking about Scott and his signs. That he'd
punned that way and this way; that the paint and the words danced just right; that he'd cut off
just enough… but I don't think I buy it. Not as the heart of this work, anyway.

'Word play' it isn't. It's the mixed up truths put plain. Put center. The double entendre's no damn joke: it is the issue.

Man, stuff's screwed. (Scott's got two different words he'd use, but I haven't the guts to write
them.) Stuff's screwed and none of it is so simple that it can just be meme'd, shared, and scrolled away
from. And if we're just answering one way, then we don't miss half the picture. We miss the whole
thing. Don't blame the signs. You and I are the spin doctors. We whitewash

one side of the trash heap and don't even know to see the other. You and me, buying the
bridge off our evening pundit, the one who had himself bought the thing off someone else.

But these signs, in leaving room for us and ours, they hold the weird truths in all their mixed
up glory. They're realities read raw on foamcore, one right on top of the other. They're
protests painted plurally in marker.

Archie Scott Gobber has issues, but he sure knows how to paint 'em. Maybe this'll shake us
up from our feeds, the reflections in our little vanity pools, the practiced harmonies of our
preaching. Long enough, anyway, that you and I might recognize all the things we said in the
first place.
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